Calcium concentration of individual coronary calcified plaques as measured by multidetector row computed tomography.
Characteristics of individual calcified plaques, especially calcium concentration (CC), may provide incremental value to global calcium scores in the assessment of plaque burden and risk of coronary events and evaluation of therapeutic intervention. In this study, therefore, we assessed the characteristics of individual calcified plaques and their relationship to other parameters derived from CT analysis of coronary calcium in a community-based cross-sectional cohort. Coronary artery calcium (CAC) was analyzed in 612 participants of the Framingham Heart Study (third-generation and offspring cohorts) using prospectively ECG-triggered multidetector CT. We determined the CC, Agatston score, calcified volume, and mineral mass of individual calcified plaques in each subject. Heterogeneity of CC was defined as the standard deviation of CC of all individual calcified plaques in a subject. CAC was detected in 274 of 605 subjects. After excluding 57 subjects (21%) because of motion artifacts, we identified a total of 956 calcified coronary plaques in 217 subjects (74 women, 143 men; mean age, 57.1+/-10.8 years) with detectable CAC and no image artifacts. CC of individual calcified plaques was independent of subject age (P=0.76) and sex (197.8+/-74.8 versus 183.6+/-52.8 mg/cm3 for men versus women; P=0.21). Among a subgroup of 125 subjects with multiple (> or =3) individual calcified plaques, CC was heterogeneous within individual subjects (mean SD of CC, 43.6+/-23.1 mg/cm3). The degree of heterogeneity of CC in these subjects was independent of age (P=0.60), sex (P=0.99), and number of plaques (P=0.06). The CC of individual calcified plaques is independent of age and sex but heterogeneous within a subject, which may reflect that the pathological process of calcified plaque formation and progression is the same in men and women regardless of age. CC may have incremental value to global calcium scores in the assessment of plaque burden and risk of coronary events and the evaluation of therapeutic intervention. Further studies are warranted to confirm that individual plaque analysis is preferable to global CAC scores to evaluate progression of atherosclerosis and to assess whether individual plaque analysis may be complementary to global CAC measures to assess coronary event risk.